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Contextuality means non-existence of a joint distribution for random variables recorded under mutually incompatible con-
ditions, subject to certain constraints imposed on how the identity of these variables may change across these conditions. In
simple quantum systems contextuality is indicated by violations of Bell-type or Leggett-Garg-type inequalities. These inequal-
ities, however, are predicated on the assumption of no-signaling, defined as invariance of the distributions of measurement
results with respect to other (e.g., earlier in time) measurements’ settings. Signaling makes the inequalities inapplicable: a
non-signaling system with any degree of contextuality, however high, loses any relation to this concept as soon as it exhibits any
degree of signaling, however small. This is unsatisfactory. We describe a principled way of defining and measuring contextuality
in arbitrary systems with random outputs, whether signaling is absent or present.
Keywords: Bell/CHSH inequalities; contextuality; EPR/Bohm paradigm; Leggett-Garg inequalities; signaling.
1. INTRODUCTION
Contextuality can be defined in purely probabilis-
tic terms, for abstract systems with random outputs
recorded under different (mutually incompatible) con-
ditions [1–7]. Consider, e.g., (X1, Y1, Z1, . . .) recorded
under condition c1, (X2, Y2, Z2, . . .) recorded under con-
dition c2, etc. The notion of contextuality involves a
hypothesis that certain random variables preserve their
identity across some of the different conditions: e.g., that
X1 = X2. The system exhibits no contextuality (with
respect to this hypothesis) if all the random variables
(Xi, Yi, Zi, . . .) across different values of i can be viewed
as jointly distributed with X1 and X2 being always equal
to each other. In the Kolmogorovian probability theory,
being jointly distributed is equivalent to the random out-
puts being (measurable) functions of one and the same
(“hidden”) random variable λ [8]:
Xi = xi (λ) , Yi = yi (λ) , Zi = zi (λ) , . . . . (1)
The constraint X1 = X2 means
Pr [X1 6= X2] = Pr [λ : x1 (λ) 6= x2 (λ)] = 0. (2)
As a well-known example, in the simplest Alice-Bob
EPR/Bohm paradigm [9, 10], the four mutually incom-
patible conditions (αi, βj) are formed by Alice’s settings
α1 or α2 combined with Bob’s settings β1 or β2. Under
each condition (αi, βj), Alice and Bob record spins rep-
resented by binary (±1) random variables Aij and Bij ,
respectively. We will refer to a system with this input-
output relation as a Bell-system. It involves eight ran-
dom variables, with the joint distribution being known
for each pair (Aij , Bij) but not across different pairs. The
identity hypothesis here is that Ai1 = Ai2 for i = 1, 2,
and B1j = B2j for j = 1, 2. Stated rigorously, if one can
impose a joint distribution on all eight random variables
consistent with the known distributions of (Aij , Bij) and
constrained by the requirement
Pr [Ai1 6= Ai2] = Pr [B1j 6= B2j ] = 0, i, j ∈ {1, 2} , (3)
then the Bell system exhibits no contextuality.
Similarly, in the simplest Leggett-Garg paradigm [11],
there are three mutually exclusive conditions (t1, t2),
(t1, t3), and (t2, t3), formed by three fixed time moments
t1 < t2 < t3. The two binary (±1) random outputs
jointly recorded at moments ti < tj can be denoted Qij
and Qji, respectively. We will refer to a system with this
input-output relation as an LG-system. It involves six
random variables, with the joint distribution known for
each pair (Qij , Qji) but not across different pairs. The
identity hypothesis here is that Q12 = Q13, Q21 = Q23,
and Q31 = Q32. The LG-system exhibits no contextual-
ity if one can impose a joint distribution on all six random
variables consistent with the known distributions of the
pairs (Qij , Qji) and subject to
Pr [Q12 6= Q13] = Pr [Q21 6= Q23] = Pr [Q31 6= Q32] = 0.
(4)
The issue we take on in this paper is related to the
fact that non-contextuality defined as above implies the
condition known as marginal selectivity [8, 12] or no-
signaling [13, 14]: obviously, any set of random variables
whose identity is preserved across different conditions
preserves its distribution across these conditions. For the
Bell-systems, no-signaling means, using 〈.〉 for expected
value,
〈Ai1〉 = 〈Ai2〉 , 〈B1j〉 = 〈B2j〉 , i, j ∈ {1, 2} , (5)
while for the LG-systems it means
〈Qij〉 = 〈Qij′ 〉 , i, j, j
′ ∈ {1, 2, 3} , i 6= j, i 6= j′. (6)
The necessary and sufficient condition for non-
contextuality in the two types of systems are obtained as
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conjunctions of the no-signaling requirements just given
with certain inequalities involving jointly distributed
pairs: for the Bell-systems it is the conjunction of (5)
with the CHSH inequality [15]
max
i,j∈{1,2}
∣∣∣∣ 〈A11B11〉+ 〈A12B12〉+ 〈A21B21〉+ 〈A22B22〉 − 2 〈AijBij〉
∣∣∣∣ ≤ 2,
(7)
while for the LG-systems it is the conjunction of (6) with
the Leggett-Garg-Suppes-Zanotti (LGSZ) inequality [11,
16, 17]
−1 ≤ 〈Q12Q21〉+ 〈Q13Q31〉+ 〈Q23Q32〉
≤ 1 + 2min {〈Q12Q21〉 , 〈Q13Q31〉 , 〈Q23Q32〉} .
(8)
The inequalities are logically independent of the corre-
sponding no-signaling conditions: one can construct ex-
amples of systems with all four combinations of truth
values for (5) and (7), or for (6) and (8) [18].
Logically, then, we should consider a Bell-system ex-
hibiting contextuality if either CHSH inequalities (7)
are violated or no-signaling condition (5) is violated (or
both); and analogously for the LG-systems. However, to
posit that any instance of signaling constitutes contextu-
ality amounts to unreasonably expanding the meaning of
contextuality, and it contradicts the common usage. If
changes in Bob’s setting somehow change the distribution
of spins recorded by Alice under a fixed setting (assum-
ing the two are separated by a time-like interval), the
natural language to use is that of direct cross-influences
rather than contextuality. But it is equally unsatisfac-
tory to declare (non-)contextuality undefined whenever
signaling is present. Consider, e.g., a Bell system with
〈A11B11〉 = 〈A12B12〉 = 〈A21B21〉 = −〈A22B22〉 = δ,
〈A11〉 = 〈B11〉 = 〈A12〉 = 〈B12〉 = 〈A21〉 = 〈B21〉 = 0,
〈A22〉 = −〈B22〉 = ε.
(9)
It satisfies the no-signaling condition (5) if and only if
ε = 0. In this case, for any δ > 1/2, it violates CHSH
inequalities (7), indicating thereby contextuality. If the
degree of contextuality is measured as proportional to
the excess of the left-hand side of (7) over 2, the max-
imum contextuality allowed by quantum mechanics [19]
is achieved at δ = 1/√2, whereas δ = 1 represents a Bell-
system with maximum contextuality algebraically pos-
sible [20]. But as soon as ε differs from zero, however
slightly, contextuality changes from a very high (even
highest possible) level to being undefined. Among other
things, this creates difficulties for statistical analysis of
contextuality, where one can never establish with cer-
tainty that equalities (5) and (6) hold precisely.
In this paper we propose a new definition and new
measure of contextuality that overcome this difficulty:
even in the presence of direct cross-influences (say, from
Bob’s setting to Alice’s measurements and vice versa)
one can identify and compute the degree of contextual
influences “on top of” the direct cross-influences.
2. CRITERION FOR (NON)CONTEXTUALITY
The main idea is this: contextuality is present if ran-
dom variables recorded under different conditions can-
not be presented as a single system of jointly distributed
random variables, provided their identity across different
conditions changes as little as it is possible in view of the
observed differences between marginal distributions (i.e.,
in view of signaling).
For a Bell-system, we consider the vector of probabili-
ties [21]
C =
(
Pr [A11 6= A12] ,Pr [A21 6= A22] ,
Pr [B11 6= B21] ,Pr [B12 6= B22]
)
(10)
and find the minimum possible values of these probabil-
ities allowed by the system’s marginal expectations(
〈A11〉 , 〈A12〉 , 〈A21〉 , 〈A22〉 ,
〈B11〉 , 〈B21〉 , 〈B12〉 , 〈B22〉
)
. (11)
Denote this vector C by C0. It is specified as follows.
Lemma 1. Given marginals (11) of a Bell-system,
C0 =
(
1
2
|〈A11〉 − 〈A12〉| ,
1
2
|〈A21〉 − 〈A22〉| ,
1
2
|〈B11〉 − 〈B21〉| ,
1
2
|〈B12〉 − 〈B22〉|
)
. (12)
The proof of this and subsequent formal statements is
relegated to Appendix. Note that under no-signaling we
haveC0 = 0, in accordance with (3). The question we ask
is whether this C0 is compatible with the observed dis-
tributions of the pairs (Aij , Bij). If it is, the Bell-system
exhibits no contextuality. If it is not, then contextuality
is present, and a measure of its degree is easily computed
as shown below.
The compatibility of C0 with the observed pairs of ran-
dom outputs means that a joint distribution can be im-
posed on all eight random variables so that it is consistent
with both C0 and the observed pairs. In other words,
each of the 28 possible combinations
A11 = ±1, B11 = ±1, . . . , A22 = ±1, B22 = ±1 (13)
can be assigned a probability, so that the probabili-
ties for all combinations containing, say, A12 = 1 and
B12 = −1 sum to the observed Pr [A12 = 1, B12 = −1];
and the probabilities for all combinations containing un-
equal values of, say, B12 and B22 sum to Pr [B12 6= B22]
in C0.
Theorem 2 (non-contextuality criterion for Bell-sys-
tems). A Bell-system exhibits no contextuality, i.e.,
C0 in (12) is compatible with the observed pairs
(Aij , Bij)i,j∈{1,2}, if and only if
max
i,j∈{1,2}
∣∣∣∣ 〈A11B11〉+ 〈A12B12〉+ 〈A21B21〉+ 〈A22B22〉 − 2 〈AijBij〉
∣∣∣∣ ≤ 2(1+∆0),
(14)
where ∆0 is the sum of the components of C0,
∆0 =
1
2
(
|〈A11〉 − 〈A12〉|+ |〈A21〉 − 〈A22〉|
+ |〈B11〉 − 〈B21〉|+ |〈B12〉 − 〈B22〉|
)
. (15)
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For the LG-system the situation is analogous. We con-
sider a vector of probabilities
C′ = (Pr [Q12 6= Q13] ,Pr [Q21 6= Q23] ,Pr [Q31 6= Q32])
(16)
and determine C′
0
with the minimum values of these prob-
abilities allowed by the system’s marginals
(〈Q12〉 , 〈Q13〉 , 〈Q21〉 , 〈Q23〉 , 〈Q31〉 , 〈Q32〉) . (17)
Lemma 3. Given marginals (17) of an LG-system,
C′0 =
(
0,
1
2
|〈Q21〉 − 〈Q23〉| ,
1
2
|〈Q31〉 − 〈Q32〉|
)
. (18)
Note that, by causality considerations, |〈Q12〉 − 〈Q13〉|
in C′
0
must equal zero (but it need not be in a generalized
treatment, if t1, t2, t3 are treated as labels other than time
moments).
Theorem 4 (non-contextuality criterion for LG-sys-
tems). An LG-system exhibits no contextuality, i.e.,
C′
0
in (18) is compatible with the observed pairs
(Q12, Q21) , (Q13, Q31) , (Q23, Q32), if and only if
−1− 2∆′
0
≤ 〈Q12Q21〉+ 〈Q13Q31〉+ 〈Q23Q32〉
≤ 1 + 2∆′0 + 2max {〈Q12Q21〉 , 〈Q13Q31〉 , 〈Q23Q32〉} ,
(19)
where ∆′
0
is the sum of the components of C′
0
,
∆
′
0 =
1
2
(|〈Q21〉 − 〈Q23〉|+ |〈Q31〉 − 〈Q32〉|) . (20)
Under no-signaling condition, ∆0 and ∆′0 are zero,
and Theorems 2 and 4 reduce to the traditional non-
contextuality criteria (5)-(7) and (6)-(8), respectively.
Note also that a Bell-system with ∆0 > 1 and an LG-
system with ∆
′
0 > 1 are necessarily non-contextual, as
(14) and, respectively, (19) then cannot be violated.
3. DEGREE OF CONTEXTUALITY UNDER SIG-
NALING
A measure of contextuality is based on the same
compatibility-under-constraints considerations as the cri-
teria just derived. For a Bell-system, let ∆min be the
minimum value of
∆ =
Pr [A11 6= A12] + Pr [A21 6= A22]
+Pr [B11 6= B21] + Pr [B12 6= B22]
(21)
that is compatible with the observed pairs
(Aij , Bij)i,j∈{1,2}. It follows from the previous that the
system exhibits contextuality if and only if this ∆min
exceeds the value of ∆0 in (15). It is natural therefore
to define the degree of contextuality in a Bell system as
max (0,∆min −∆0) (22)
This value is well-defined and given by
Theorem 5 (contextuality degree in Bell-systems). The
degree of contextuality in a Bell-system is
max

 0, 12 maxi,j∈{1,2}
∣∣∣∣∣∣
〈A11B11〉+ 〈A12B12〉
+ 〈A21B21〉+ 〈A22B22〉
−2 〈AijBij〉
∣∣∣∣∣∣− 1−∆0

 .
(23)
The degree of contextuality thus is always nonnegative.
It equals zero if and only if ∆min = ∆0, which is equiv-
alent to (14). Returning to our motivating example (9),
the degree of contextuality there ismax (0, 2δ − 1− 2 |ε|),
changing continuously with ε.
For LG-systems the degree of contextuality is defined
analogously, as
max (0,∆′min −∆
′
0) ,
where ∆′
min
is the smallest value of
∆′ = Pr [Q12 6= Q13] + Pr [Q23 6= Q21] + Pr [A32 6= A31]
(24)
compatible with the observed pairs (Qij , Qji)i<j∈{1,2,3}.
Theorem 6 (contextuality degree in LG-systems). The
degree of contextuality in an LG-system is
max

 0, 12 max


±〈Q12Q21〉 ± 〈Q13Q31〉
± 〈Q23Q32〉 :
number of minuses
is odd

− 12 −∆′0

 .
(25)
Appendix: Proofs
We use the convenient notion of a (probabilistic)
connection [5, 22], as defined in Fig. 1. We also make
use of two functions: for any natural r, s0 (x1, . . . , x2r)
stands for max {(±x1 . . .± x2r) : # of minuses is even},
and s1 (x1, . . . , xr) denotes
max {(±x1 . . .± xr) : # of minuses is odd}.
Proof of Lemma 1. Consider, e.g., the distribution of the
connection (A11, A12):
A12 = +1 A12 = −1
A11 = +1 p Pr [A11 = 1]− p
A11 = −1 Pr [A12 = 1]− p . . .
(A.1)
The largest possible value for p is
min {Pr [A11 = 1] ,Pr [A12 = 1]}, whence the mini-
mum of Pr [A11 6= A12], which is the sum of the entries
on the minor diagonal, is |Pr [A11 = 1]− Pr [A12 = 1]| =
1
2
|〈A11〉 − 〈A12〉|.
Lemma 3 is proved in the same way.
The theorems of this paper are based on the following
four lemmas. Their proofs are computer-assisted, as they
boil down to symbolically solving large systems of linear
inequalities.
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Lemma A.1. The necessary and sufficient condition
for the connections ((Ai1, Ai2) , (B1j , B2j))i,j∈{1,2} to be
compatible with the observed pairs (Aij , Bij)i,j∈{1,2} is
s0 (〈A11B11〉 , 〈A12B12〉 , 〈A21B21〉 , 〈A22B22〉)
+s1 (〈A11A12〉 , 〈B11B21〉 , 〈A21A22〉 , 〈B12B22〉) ≤ 6,
s1 (〈A11B11〉 , 〈A12B12〉 , 〈A21B21〉 , 〈A22B22〉)
+s0 (〈A11A12〉 , 〈B11B21〉 , 〈A21A22〉 , 〈B12B22〉) ≤ 6.
(A.2)
Proof. The joint distribution of the eight random vari-
ables Aij , Bij , i, j ∈ {1, 2}, is fully described by the
vector q ∈ [0, 1]n, q1 + · · · + qn = 1, consisting of
the probabilities of the n = 28 different combinations
of the values of the 8 random variables. We define a
vector p ∈ [0, 1]m, m = 32, consisting of the 16 ob-
served probabilities Pr[Aij = a, Bij = b] and the 16
connection probabilities Pr[Ai1 = a, Ai2 = a′] and
Pr[B1j = b, B2j = b
′], where a, a′, b, b′ ∈ {−1, 1} and
i, j ∈ {1, 2}. The observed probabilities are compati-
ble with the connection probabilities if and only if there
exists an n-vector q ≥ 0 (componentwise) such that
p = Mq, where M ∈ {0, 1}m×n determines which com-
ponents of q sum to each component of p. As described
in Text S3 of Ref. [23], the set of vectors p forms a
polytope whose vertices are given by the columns of M
and whose half-space representation can be obtained by
a facet enumeration algorithm. This half-space represen-
tation consists of 160 inequalities, as well as 16 equations
ensuring that the marginals of the observed probabilities
agree with those of the connections and the probabilities
are properly normalized. Expressing the probabilities
in p in terms of the observed and connection expecta-
tions (〈AijBij〉 , 〈Aij〉 , 〈Bij〉 , 〈Ai1Ai2〉 , 〈B1jB2j〉), i, j ∈
{1, 2}, the 16 equations become identically true (the pa-
rameterization alone guarantees them), and of the 160
inequalities, 128 turn into exactly those represented by
(A.2); the remaining 32 inequalities need not be listed
as they are constraints of the form −1 + | 〈A〉 + 〈B〉 | ≤
〈AB〉 ≤ 1−| 〈A〉−〈B〉 |, trivially following from the non-
negativity of probabilities.
This proof is different from the similar result in Ref.
[23] in that the parameterization for the probabilities in
p is more general (allowing for arbitrary marginals of
the eight random variables) and so we obtain a more
general condition for the compatibility of observed and
connection probabilities.
Lemma A.2. The necessary and sufficient condition for
the connections (Q12, Q13), (Q21, Q23), (Q31, Q32) to be
compatible with the observed pairs (Q12, Q21), (Q13, Q31),
(Q23, Q32) is
s1
(
〈Q12Q21〉 , 〈Q13Q31〉 , 〈Q23Q32〉 ,
〈Q12Q13〉 , 〈Q21Q23〉 , 〈Q31Q32〉
)
≤ 4. (A.3)
The proof is analogous to that of Lemma A.1.
A12

// B12 //oo B22oo // A22

oo
A11
OO
// B11 //oo B21oo // A21
OO
oo
(Bell-system)
Q21
""
// Q12 //oo Q13oo // Q31
||
oo
Q23
bb
// Q32
<<
oo
(LG-system)
Figure A.1: Random variables involved in the Bell-system
and LG-system. The pairs of random variables whose joint
distributions are empirically observed, e.g., (A12, B12) and
(Q12, Q21), are indicated by solid double-arrows. The pairs of
random variables forming probabilistic connections (with un-
observable joint distributions) are indicated by point double-
arrows, e.g., (A11, A12) and (Q12, Q13). Lemmas 1 and 3 are
about connections whose components are as close to being
identical as possible; Theorems 2 and 4 are about connections
compatible with the observed pairs.
Lemma A.3. If the connections
((Ai1, Ai2) , (B1j , B2j))i,j∈{1,2} are compatible with
the observed pairs (AijBij)i,j∈{1,2}, then, with ∆ defined
as in (21),
∆ ≥ −1 + 1
2
s1
(
〈A11B11〉 , 〈A12B12〉 ,
〈A21B21〉 , 〈A22B22〉
)
,
∆ ≥ 1
2
(
|〈A11〉 − 〈A12〉|+ |〈A21〉 − 〈A22〉|
+ |〈B11〉 − 〈B21〉|+ |〈B12〉 − 〈B22〉|
)
,
∆ ≤ 5− 1
2
s1
(
〈A11B11〉 , 〈A12B12〉 ,
〈A21B21〉 , 〈A22B22〉
)
,
∆ ≤ 4− 1
2
(
|〈A11〉+ 〈A12〉|+ |〈A21〉+ 〈A22〉|
+ |〈B11〉+ 〈B21〉|+ |〈B12〉+ 〈B22〉|
)
.
(A.4)
Conversely, if these inequalities are satisfied for a given
value of ∆, then the connection distributions can always
be chosen so that yield this value of ∆ and are compatible
with the distributions of the observed pairs.
Proof. Given the 160 inequalities of Lemma A.1 (char-
acterizing the compatibility of the connections with
the observed pairs), we add to this linear system
the equation defining ∆ in terms of the expectations
(〈Ai1Ai2〉 , 〈B1jB2j〉 , 〈Aij〉 , 〈Bij〉)i,j∈{1,2}. Then we use
this equation to eliminate one of the connection expecta-
tion variables (〈Ai1Ai2〉 , 〈B1jB2j〉)i,j∈{1,2} from the sys-
tem (by solving the equation for this variable and then
substituting the solution everywhere else). After that,
we eliminate the three remaining connection expectation
variables one by one using the Fourier-Motzkin elimina-
tion algorithm [24]. Then we remove any redundant in-
equalities from the system by linear programming using
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the algorithm described in Ref. [23], Text S3. After hav-
ing eliminated all connection expectation variables and
having deleted the inequalities following from the non-
negativity of probabilities, we are left with the system
(A.4). The Fourier-Motzkin elimination algorithm guar-
antees that the resulting system has a solution precisely
when the original system has a solution with some values
of the eliminated variables.
Lemma A.4. If the connections
(Q12, Q13) , (Q21, Q23) , (Q31, Q32) are compatible with
the observed pairs (Q12, Q21) , (Q13, Q31) , (Q23, Q32),
then, with ∆′ defined as in ( (24)),
∆′ ≥ − 1
2
+ 1
2
s1 (〈Q12Q21〉 , 〈Q13Q31〉 , 〈Q23Q32〉) ,
∆′ ≥ 1
2
(
|〈Q12〉 − 〈Q13〉|
+ |〈Q21〉 − 〈Q23〉|+ |〈Q31〉 − 〈Q32〉|
)
,
∆′ ≤ 7
2
− 1
2
s1 (〈Q12Q21〉 , 〈Q13Q31〉 , 〈Q23Q32〉) ,
∆′ ≤ 3− 1
2
(
|〈Q12〉+ 〈Q13〉|
+ |〈Q21〉+ 〈Q23〉|+ |〈Q31〉+ 〈Q32〉|
)
.
(A.5)
Conversely, if these inequalities are satisfied for a given
value of ∆′, then the connection distributions can always
be chosen so that yield this value of ∆′ and are compatible
with the distributions of the observed pairs.
The proof is analogous to that of Lemma (A.3).
Proof of Theorems 2 and 5. Inequalities (A.4) in Lemma
A.2 can be easily checked to be mutually compatible,
whence ∆min is the larger of the two right-hand expres-
sions in the first and third of them. Note that s1(· · · )
is the same as max |. . .|-part of (23). This proves The-
orem 2, and Theorem 5 follows as an explication of
∆min = ∆0.
The proofs of Theorems 4 and 6 follows from Lemma
A.4 analogously.
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